SOMEBODY IN GAUL, PEACE WOULD BE REIGNING IN A LITTLE VILLAGE VERY LIKE THE VILLAGE WHERE ASTERIX LIVES...

...BUT FOR VARIOUS PECULIAR INCIDENTS, A BIG DITCH HAS BEEN DUG THROUGH THE MIDDLE OF THE VILLAGE, SO THAT NO ONE CAN GET FROM THE RIGHT SIDE TO THE LEFT SIDE.

CLEVERDIX HAS BEEN ELECTED CHIEF BY THE LEFT OF THE VILLAGE...

NEVER MIND WHAT THE OTHER LOT SAY, I'VE BEEN UNANIMOUSLY ELECTED VILLAGE CHIEF!

MAESTIX HAS BEEN ELECTED CHIEF BY THE RIGHT OF THE VILLAGE... MONARCH OF HALF HE SURVEYS.

BY DIVINE RIGHT:
VARIOUS ATTEMPTS HAVE BEEN MADE TO DEAL WITH THE SITUATION...

AND THE VILLAGERS OF THE LEFT AND THE RIGHT ARE EVER READY TO EXPRESS THEIR MUTUAL ANTAGONISM.

BUT IT WOULD TAKE POSITIVELY SINISTERDEXTERITY TO SOLVE CERTAIN VITAL PROBLEMS...

AND ONLY THE CHILDREN ARE ANY BETTER OFF FOR THE RIFT.

YOU'VE GOT NO RIGHT TO DO THAT! THAT'S MY TREE!!!

SOME OF THE VILLAGERS, HAVING OPTED FOR NEUTRALITY, FIND THAT IT HAS IT'S DISADVANTAGES.

DINNER'S READY!

COMING, DARLING!
IN CHIEF CLEVERDIX’S HUT...

LOOK HERE, FATHER, THIS CAN’T GO ON! THAT DITCH DIVIDING US IS A DISGRACE TO THE VILLAGE!

IS THAT MY FAULT, HISTRIONIX? MY BOY? THAT TRAITOR MAJESTIX SANK TO BRING SOME OF THE VOTERS!

AND IN CHIEF MAJESTIX’S HUT...

OH, FATHER, DO YOU REMEMBER HOW HAPPY THE VILLAGE WAS WHEN WE ONLY HAD ONE CHIEF, ALTRUISTIX?

CAN YOU SUGGEST ANYTHING, FATHER?

YES, MY BOY, I CAN. I’VE DECIDED TO MAKE A SPEECH TO THE VILLAGERS OPPOSITE. THAT’LL BRIDGE THE GAP. THEY’LL SOON SEE HOW WRONG THEY WERE TO DITCH ME!

THAT’S ALL, THAT FOOL CLEVERDIX’S FAULT! HE STOLE VOTES WHICH WERE MINE BY RIGHT.

HE EVEN PROMISED TO BRING DOWN INFLATION, AND THOSE IDIOTS FELL FOR IT! THAT WAS WHEN THE BALLOON WENT UP!

AND SOON AFTERWARDS...

MELODRAMA IS RIGHT! WE NEED A SINGLE CHIEF TO LEAD THE VILLAGE. YOU LET THEM KNOW ON THE LEFT THAT YOU’RE THE RIGHTFUL CHIEF!

HE AND HIS HENCHMAN, THE UNSPEAKABLE CODFIX, HAD THE NERVE TO GET VOTES FROM VILLAGERS WHO WERE ONLY BABES IN ARMS!

WELL, AT THIS RATE FUTURE GENERATIONS OF GAULS AREN’T GOING TO THINK MUCH OF THEIR ANcestors.

YES, I DO! THE OLD 50-AND-UP TOOK AFTER HIS COUSIN ALCAPONIX… MAKING OFF WITH ALL THE VILLAGE’S TAXES!

CODFIX, YOUR ADVICE ISN’T ALWAYS COSWALLOP! YES, I’LL ADDRESS THEM!
BROTHERS, WE ARE HOVERING ON THE BRINK OF VILLAGE DISASTER! BUT THE PARTY OF THE LEFT OFFERS FULL EMPLOYMENT... MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVE POTENTIAL FOR ALL WORKERS...

...SHIELD-BEARERS INCLUDED. DON'T YOU LISTEN TO MAJESTIX! HE'D PULL THE VERY WINGS FROM YOUR HELMETS! WORKERS OF THE VILLAGE, UNITE!

POPULAR OPINION HAS REPLIED IN THE ONLY FITTING WAY TO THE LYING INSINUATIONS OF THAT DOUBLE-PEALING CLEVERDIX! WITH HIS BRINKMANSHIP, HE'D HAPPILY SACRIFICED THE GOOD OF THE VILLAGE TO THE INTERESTS OF ROME, SPOUTING HOT AIR ON BEHALF OF THE ROMAN GEEZERS!...

*JULIUS CAESAR

COME TO MY...

FRIENDS, GAULS, COUNTRYMEN, LET US THROW IN OUR LOT TOGETHER!

VERY WELL, LET'S FIGHT IT OUT, YOU ROTTEN LOT, AND WE'LL SEE WHO'S LEFT IN COMMAND!

BY ALL MEANS, AND WE'LL SEE YOU DO A RIGHT ABOUT TURN!

RSPRRRRR! RSPRRRR!
COME ON, LADS!
I'M RELYING ON YOU TO SHOW 'EM THE PARTY OF THE LEFT IS IN THE RIGHT OF IT.

COME ON, MEN!
LET 'EM SEE THE PARTY OF THE RIGHT ISN'T GOING TO BE LEFT AT THE POST!

SOON AFTERWARDS...
WELL DONE, LADS! WE SET THEM RIGHT ALL RIGHT! LET'S GO HOME NOW!

WELL DONE, MEN!
YOU LEFT THEM STANDING ON THE LEFT! LET'S GO HOME NOW!

RSRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR!
ELSEWHERE: PEACE IS REIGNING IN ANOTHER LITTLE VILLAGE! A VILLAGE WE ALL KNOW WELL...

LOOK, IF PEACE IS REIGNING IN OUR LITTLE VILLAGE, THE VILLAGE THEY ALL KNOW WELL, THAT MEANS THE ROMANS ARE SULKING, ASTERIX!

NO, OBELIX, IT JUST MEANS THEY'VE LEARNT A BIT OF SENSE!

WHAT ARE YOU DOING ON THAT CONTRAPTION, O CHIEF VITAL-STATISTIX?

ER... WELL... I'M GOING OUT SHOPPING FOR IMPEDIMENTA. SHE'S FEELING A BIT UNDER THE WEATHER.

BUT WHAT'S THE CART FOR?

OH, THE CART! THAT'S A NEW IDEA OF MINE. IT MEANS THESE CLUMSY GREAT CAPS CAN'T LET ME DOWN ANY MORE WHEN THE FANCY TAKES THEM.

RIGHT; YOU TWO! WHATEVER YOU DO NOW, I STAND FIRM ON MY TRUSTY SHIELD! SO OFF WE GO SHOPPING!

AND HE CAN'T SHOP US FOR THAT, OR SET NEW SHIELD-BEARERS...

NO, WE SHIELD-BEARERS OPERATE A CLOSED SHOP!

DOWNCAST AGAIN, PIGGYWIGGY? THINKING YOURSELF SO CLEVER... HUH! PIGS MIGHT FLY!
BY BELENOS, SO YOU'RE STILL THE FALL GUY, CHIEF VITALSTATISTIX?

SHUT UP AND SERVE ME! AND FAST! YOU COULD CUT THE ATMOSPHERE AROUND HERE WITH A KNIFE!

AND JUST WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY THAT?

I MEAN YOU GET A THUMP UP THE HOOTER IF YOU DON'T HURRY UP, THAT'S WHAT!!

NOW, LADDE, THE THING IS TO STRIKE WHILE THE IRON IS...

...HOT...

SPLATCH!

AND HERE'S A STRIKING EXAMPLE OF ACTING IN THE HEAT OF THE MOMENT

BIFF!

BANG!

BANG!

BANG!

BIFF!

PLATCH!

PLATCH!

GERIATRIX, SWEETIE-PIE, DON'T GO FAR! DINNER'S NEARLY READY!

JUST TAKING SOME EXERCISE TO WORK UP AN APPETITE!

I CAN'T KEEP A FISH WHICH DOESN'T BELONG TO ME, CAN I, ASTERIX? I'LL RETURN IT TO THE OWNER WHILE YOU GET DINNER!

BIFF!

BING!

BANG!

SPLOTCH!

THESE GAULS ARE CRAZY!


DINNER'S READY!

DINNER'S READY!

DINNER'S READY!

DINNER'S READY!

DINNER'S READY!

DINNER'S READY!

DINNER'S READY!

LISTEN, WHY DON'T WE CARRY ON LATER TO HELP OUR DINNER DOWN?

AND MEANWHILE, WOULD YOU MIND HELPING ME DOWN? MY WIFE'S WAITING.

THESE FISH ARE ALMOST PAST IT, EVEN FOR HELPING PEOPLE RELAX. CHANGE AND DECAY IN ALL AROUND I SEE...
Meanwhile...

And just what good did that punch-up do you? Absolutely none! It only widened the rift between the people of our village!

You don't understand the first thing about politics and the art of warfare, my girl! Go up to your room and leave us alone!

Hear that? She'll soon be joining classical women's lib, speaking to them off the cuff.*

*Latin: ad lib

I know. I just can't see what to do next!

Well, O Chief Majestix, I'd like to make you an offer!

Give me Melodrama's hand in marriage and I will come up with the answer to all your problems!

Oh yes? And what's that?

** The Roman Army! ??

Don't you think you're going a bit far, Codex? Romans!!! For a start, why would they come to my aid over our spot of trouble here?

Can bring influence to bear, on the garrison of the nearest fortified camp. Leave it all to me. Soon you will be chief of the whole village!

I'm still not keen on having foreigners mixed up in our affairs. Especially Romans. Pax Romana or no Pax Romana, they're our enemies!

Have no fear. As soon as the troubles cleared up, they'll go peacefully back to their own camp!

Right! It's a deal, Codex! I put myself in your hands, but you're not marrying Melodrama until I'm the only chief in the village... chief of the left as well as the right!

Consider yourself Chief Dad and consider me Mr Right!

A well brought-up girl does not listen through floorboards!

Maybe not, but a girl with any sense does!

Angelica, my dear old nurse, I want you to go and see Histrionix and tell him there's something serious afoot. Ask him to meet me on my balcony tonight and hurry!
NIGHT HAS FALLEN, AND ALL IS CALM AGAIN IN THE VILLAGE.

TIME FOR BED, SCHIZOPHRENIX!

COMING, DARLING!

CODEX IS GOING TO ASK THE ROMANS TO HELP MAKE MY FATHER CHIEF OF THE WHOLE VILLAGE... AND IN RETURN MY FATHER HAS PROMISED HIM MY HAND IN MARRIAGE!

HOW DARE HE?! BUT I'M FROM THE OPPOSITE CAMP, MELODRAMA... WHY ARE YOU TELLING ME ALL THIS?

BECAUSE YOU'RE THE ONLY PERSON WITH ANY SENSE IN THIS CRAZY VILLAGE, AND I DON'T WANT TO MARRY CODEX. O HISTRIONIX, HISTRIONIX WHEREFORE ART THOU HISTRIONIX?

!??!

RAISE THE ALARM!

ARE YOU HURT, HISTRIONIX?

NO! I'M ALL RIGHT... I FANCY A PASSING SHOAL OF FISH BROKE MY FALL!
MY OWN DAUGHTER IN LEAGUE WITH THE ENEMY! TREACHERY UNDER MY OWN ROOF!
AND MY OWN FATHER ISN'T ASHAMED TO ASK THE ROMANS FOR HELP IN FIGHTING OUR OWN FRIENDS AND RELATIONS!
SHUT UP, YOU UNSERVING PROVERBIAL VALENTINE! I'M GOING TO LOCK YOU IN YOUR ROOM, AND YOU DON'T COME OUT UNTIL THE DAY YOU MARRY GODFREY!
I NEVER WILL! I'D RATHER BE A VIRGIN SERVING VESTA! ALL MY LIFE!
*GIRLS CURRED FAVOUR WITH THIS GODDESS

DON'T LET'S RUSH THIS MAJESTIX! TIME AND PATIENCE WILL ACHIEVE MORE THAN RAGE AND VIOLENCE EVER COULD!
SOMETIMES I WONDER HOW I THINK THESE THINGS UP...
O LOVELY MELODRAMA, PLEASE ACCEPT THIS PRETTY BUNCH OF FLOWERS!
WHAT MAKES YOU THINK YOU'RE A SMASH HIT WITH ME?
BANG!

MEANWHILE...
FATHER, WAKE UP!
HMMPH? WHAT IS IT?
MAJESTIX AND HIS HENCHMAN GODFREY ARE PLANNING TO ASK THE ROMANS TO HELP THEM CONQUER THE WHOLE VILLAGE!
OH, ARE THEY? WELL, SON, I WANT YOU TO GO IN SEARCH OF MY OLD CONRADE-IN-ARMS VITAL-STATISTIX. HE AND I FOUGHT TOGETHER AT GERGOVIA.
HE'S CHIEF OF A ARMORICAN VILLAGE A FEW DAYS' JOURNEY AWAY. THANKS TO THE DRUID GETAFIX'S MAGIC POTION, HE HAS KEPT THE WHOLE MIGHT OF CAESAR'S LEGIONS AT BAY! EXPLAIN IT ALL TO HIM, AND TELL HIM I NEED HIS HELP!

[Image of a comic strip with various characters and dialogues]
A FEW DAYS LATER...

HOW I ENVY THE PEOPLE OF THIS VILLAGE! LIVING IN SUCH PERFECT PEACE AND HARMONY...

YOU STUPID IGNORANT LOT! I'M NOT SELLING ANY MORE OF MY FISH TO THOSE WHO DON'T APPRECIATE ITS TRUE WORTH!

GOOD!!! THOSE WHO APPRECIATE IT'S TRUE WORTH WILL TURN IT INTO GLUE, AND IT WON'T SMELL SO BAD!!!

IF THIS CARRIES ON MUCH LONGER, ASTERIX, THEY'LL BE DISCOVERING NUCLEAR FISHION!

AH EM!

CAN YOU TELL ME WHERE TO FIND VITALSTATISTIX, CHIEF OF THIS VILLAGE?

VITALSTATISTIX?

HE'S ON HIS WAY!

STOP! AND THAT'S AN ORDER!

I'M GOING TO CRACK UP... I CAN FEEL IT COMING ON! YES... I'M GOING TO CRACK UP.

THIS IS IT! I'M CRACKING UP!!!
...AND THAT, OH CHIEF VITALSTATISTIK, IS THE SAD STORY OF OUR VILLAGE. ONLY YOUR DRUID GETAFIX'S MAGIC POTION AND THE WISDOM OF YOUR EXPERIENCED WARRIORS CAN SAVE US!

HMPH, YES. SPEAKING OF THE WISDOM OF MY EXPERIENCED WARRIORS, I SOMEHOW FEEL I SHOULD BE PUTTING MY OWN HOUSE IN ORDER FIRST...

...BUT SINCE THE ROMANS LOOK LIKE GETTING MIXED UP IN YOUR AFFAIRS, I DON'T SEE WHY I SHOULDN'T LEND MY OLD COMRADE-IN-ARMS CLEVERDIX A HAND!

THANK YOU... AND ON MY OWN BEHALF TOO! UNLESS WE FIND A PEACEFUL SOLUTION, MELODRAMA AND I CAN NEVER HOPE TO BE UNITED!

BOOHOOOOO?

BOOHOOOOO!

WHAT'S THE MATTER, OBELIX? I GET ALL UPSET BY LOVE STORIES WITH UNHAPPY ENDINGS! SNIFF!

BUT THIS STORY'S ONLY JUST BEGINNING, AND IF CHIEF VITALSTATISTIK WILL LET US, WE'RE GOING TO HELP HISTRIONIX SOLVE HIS PROBLEMS!

OHH, YES! LET'S! GOODY, GOODY!

THE ROMANS AROUND HERE ARE KEEPING VERY QUIET JUST NOW, SO I THINK I CAN JOIN THE EXPEDITION MYSELF! THE PEOPLE OF YOUR VILLAGE MAY NEED ME TO HELP THEM BRIDGE THE GREAT DIVIDE!

AND A LITTLE LATER...

WILL HE SING? WON'T HE SING? WILL HE SING? WON'T HE SING?
IN THE ROMAN CAMP NEAR THE DIVIDED VILLAGE...

Hey, Sourpus! I'll swap you two sentry duties for one laundry fatigue!

Nothing doing! You already owe me three cookhouse fatigues and two latrine fatigues!

Back at the recruitment office, they told us we'd get beautiful slavegirls from the countries we conquered...

Back in Rome, Caesar said he was counting on us to clean up the barbarians... What a wash-out!

Loot, they said. The carrot for the donkey!

It's a man's life in the army, they said.

Alright, we know we know...

DECURION, INFECTIO VIRUS, this tent is a pigsty, and the cooking in the camp is going from bad to worse!

I know. The cookhouse is revolving. A centurion umbrageous cumulonimbus. There's a mood of general unrest. The men want slaves to do the dirty work, but Caesar said we weren't to take slaves during the Roman peace.

Wish I'd brought my slavegirl from home... Nice little Roman piece, she is.

CENTURION, I have the answer to all your problems!

Who let you into this camp, Gaul?

The man on duty at the gate. He was quite happy when I offered him a slave in exchange!

WHO ARE YOU ANYWAY? HOW DARE YOU CORRUPT MY LEGIONARIES?

I'm from Majestix, rightful chief of the right side of our village. I'm his alter ego and right hand!

And this is my left foot! Be off, or I'll alter your ego!

Chief Majestix wants you to help him put down a rebellion led by Cleverdix!

That's none of my business! This is your nunc dimittis! Get out, or you'll be singing a different tune. A funeral dirge from hymns ancient!

*HYMNS MODERN AS YET UNWRITTEN*
WHY, YOUR VILLAGE LOOKS MORE PEACEFUL THAN OURS!

YES, I DON'T WANT TO CRY STINKING FISH, BUT THE AIR CERTAINLY SEEMS CLEARER HERE!

WHY?

DON'T YOU BELIEVE IT. THERE'S A SLUMBERING VOLCANO UNDER THOSE THATCHED ROOFS... ONE WHICH COULD ERUPT INTO VIOLENCE AT ANY MOMENT?

I KNEW I COULD COUNT ON MY OLD FRIEND VITALSTATIX! YOUR MAGIC POTION WILL STOP THAT OAF MAJESTIX IN HIS TRACKS!

LET'S GET THINGS CLEAR RIGHT AWAY, CLEVERDIX...

I DOLE OUT MAGIC POTION ONLY FOR FIGHTING ROMANS, NEVER FOR USE IN QUARRELS BETWEEN GAULS.

BUT WHAT CAN WE DO IF MAJESTIX AND HIS WARRIORS ARE FIGHTING SIDE BY SIDE WITH THE ROMANS?

THINGS HAVEN'T COME TO THAT YET AND WHILE WE WERE WAITING FOR THE ROMANS TO COME...

THE ROMANS ARE COMING! THE ROMANS ARE COMING!!!
The Romans are advancing towards the village! You can get melodrama's dowry ready, majestix!

Right! Call all our warriors together! We will go out and welcome the Romans!

And tell our men to leave their weapons at home. We must show that we come in good faith!

Hurrah! Off to the slave market! I'm slavering with anticipation!

Yeah! No more fatigue for us, and I'm handing back those three sentry duties you swapped me for one cookhouse fatigue!

Shall we get them, Asterix?

Wait a moment, Obelix! Not yet.

See that, Druid? We really do need your Magic Potion!

I'm afraid it's too late to make any now...

Welcome, O Roman! Our gratitude for your valuable assistance knows no bounds, and...

Cut the cackle! Where are the slaves?

Slaves? What slaves!!!

The slaves your fish-faced friend promised in the small print of the contract!

Gauls never, never, never will be slaves! I shall be chief of everyone in the village without exception, and without slaves!

You don't go calling out the Roman army for nothing! Men, grab hold of this lot! They can be our slaves themselves!

Help! That fool, majestix! has ruined everything!
YOU KNOW, FATHER, MAJESTIX REALLY DID ACT IN A MANNER WORTHY OF A CHIEF!
ALL THINGS CONSIDERED, I MUST ADMIT HE CARRIED IT OFF IN STYLE!
WE'LL GET THEM THIS TIME, ASTERIX!!!
NO, OBELEX! IT COULD PUT MAJESTIX AND HIS WARRIORS IN DANGER!

A LITTLE LATER...
DON'T WORRY, MELODRAMA! IF MY FATHER WILL AGREE, WE'LL ORGANIZE A CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE ROMANS TO FREE OUR Fellow VILLAGERS!
WE MUST DO SOMETHING, HISTRIONIX!
I CERTAINLY AGREE! MAJESTIX MAY BE MY OPPONENT, BUT I DON'T WANT HIM USING HIS SACRIFICE AS AN ARGUMENT AT THE POLLS!

THE ROMANS OF THESE PARTS DON'T KNOW BETAIX, OBELEX AND ME. WE'LL GO TO THE ROMAN CAMP ON OUR OWN. IF IT'S SLAVES THEY WANT, WE'LL APPLY FOR THE JOB, AND GET THE PRISONERS FREE:
AN EXCELLENT IDEA, ASTERIX!
OH, YES! GOODY, GOODY, GOODY! A CHANCE TO SAMPLE THE LOCAL ROMANS AT LAST...

...THUMPING ROMANS IS LIKE HAVING DINNER: IT'S NICE TO EAT OUT FOR A CHANGE!
HALT! WHO GOES THERE, AND WHAT DO YOU WANT?

GAULISH SLAVES, AND WE WANT TO SERVE THE ROMAN ARMY!

THAT'S A BIT OF LUCK! WE'VE JUST GOT SOME BRAND-NEW SLAVES IN, BUT THEY WON'T SERVE YET!

AND I'LL KEEP THIS FAT SLAVE FOR MYSELF!

BONK!

I MAY BE A SLAVE, BUT I AM NOT FAT!

WELL, JUST HOW DO YOU EXPECT THEM TO TAKE US SERIOUSLY NOW, OBELIK?

I THINK I CAN FIX IT...

THIS FLASK CONTAINS AN ELIXIR OF MY OWN INVENTION! A FEW DROPS WILL INSTANTLY RESTORE THIS ROMAN TO FULL HEALTH AND STRENGTH...

AND HE WON'T EVEN REMEMBER WHAT HAPPENED!

HALT! WHO GOES THERE, AND WHAT DO YOU WANT?

GAULISH SLAVES, AND WE WANT TO SERVE THE ROMAN ARMY!

HERE WE GO AGAIN...

AMAZING! THOSE GAULS ARE AMAZING AND I CAN'T HELP WONDERING WHAT TRICK THEY'RE PLANNING TO PLAY ON THE ROMANS!
AND I'LL KEEP THIS FA...

NO! DON'T!

SO SORRY, WE'RE CLASS I SLAVES, AND WE CAN'T SERVE THE RANK AND FILE!

HOW DID HE GUESS WHAT I WAS GOING TO SAY?

THE DRUID FORGOT HIS FLASK! I ABSOLUTELY MUST GET HOLD OF IT. IT COULD COME IN USEFUL!

ALWAYS THE SAME OLD STORY: THE RANK AND FILE DON'T HAVE ANY RIGHT TO...

CLANG!

NOW TO OBSERVE DEVELOPMENTS DISCREETLY! I FIND THESE GAULS MORE AND MORE INTRIGUING!

THREE NEW GAULS HAVE JUST ARRIVED: CUMULONIMBUS. THEY WANT TO BE YOUR SLAVES.

O ROMAN, I AND MY FRIENDS HAVE COME TO OFFER YOU OUR CULINARY SKILLS! NAME YOUR DISH, AND I CAN COOK IT TO PERFECTION. JUST ORDER THE MENU, AND SEE WHAT HAPPENS!
The gods must have sent you, Gaul! A spot of good cooking will certainly make a change from the usual mess!

Oh, we can cook a good meal for all your men, Centurion! The feast of the century, as you might say!

For starters, a fortifying soup, the meat course, a really nice cut! Say, Chump Chop, stewed in your... I mean, in its own juice, and we won't make a hash of it if you fancy poultry. We can cook your gods for you, same for anything? Then grous and quail, after that, you get your desserts: a boo, well, let's say... perhaps some instant whip, and a few raspberries. All washed down with the Gaulish beer we call wall pop... it packs quite a punch!

That'll do fine! Get on with it... I can hardly wait!

We shan't take long!

Wink!

Look here! Getafix, why don't we add a few nice roast boars?

?? Why not go and chop up some kindling for the fire, Obelix?

Well, I only thought he'd gone and forgotten the boars...

Chop! Chop! Chop!

Amazing! I've never seen anyone chop wood like that before!

Oh, that's nothing! I could cut a whole tree down that way! Only Dogmatix wouldn't like it!

Soon afterwards...

Ready in a moment!

I'm a bit worried, Centurion! A cousin of mine stationed in Armorica told me about a Druid who has strange powers, and I'm just wondering whether...

You've got a point, Infectius Virus, we must be careful!

Would you like to taste the soup for seasoning, Centurion?

Just a moment, Gaul! I'll show you now you're not trying to poison the garrison so as to set the prisoners free?

I quite understand your feelings, you don't want to find yourself in the soup, so we'll drink some ourselves to show it's all right!

And to prove it even more conclusively, we'll give some to the prisoners too!
And why not him?

Yes, why not me?

Because he fell into the cauldron when he was a baby, and...

Er... um...

And he has to stay on a strict diet for the good of his mental health, that's why not him!

Don't worry, we're here to rescue you. The potion will give you the strength you need. Watch for our signal! Then you have nothing to lose but your chains!

Soon afterwards...

You see, Roman. There was no need for you to worry!

Well, since there isn't any soup left, let's go straight on to the next course on the menu, which is...

The menu! I see it all now!!!

So do we! Come on, men!

The chop!
THAT POTION OF YOURS HAS A REALLY UPLIFTING EFFECT!

YES, IT USUALLY MAKES PEOPLE RISE TO THE OCCASION!

TRY A BIT OF KNUCKLE IN THE BREAD BASKET FOR A CHANGE!

ENJOYING YOUR PICNIC AL FRESCO?

I GET THE PICTURE... NO NEED FOR ANY BIG FRESCO TO SHOW THAT THE ROMANS CAN'T STOMACH THAT DRUID’S RECIPES!

GAULISH COOKING! HUH! THEY CAN SCOFF THE LOT THEMSELVES!

PERSONALLY, I DON'T SEE ANYTHING TO SCOFF AT.

SSH! SHUT UP! THEY MIGHT WAKE US UP SOME MORE.

I DON'T KNOW WHO YOU ARE, BUT THANKS VERY MUCH! YOU CAME IN THE NICK OF TIME!

I'M GETAFIX, AND MY FRIENDS HERE ARE ASTERIX, OBELIX AND DOGMATIX. CLEVERDIX SENT US!

CLEVERDIX WANTED TO FIGHT THE ROMANS WITH HIS OWN WARRIORS, BUT WE THOUGHT OUR METHODS WERE SUBTLEST!

THERE'S SOMETHING TO BE SAID FOR THAT OLD ROGUE CLEVERDIX AFTER ALL!

NOW, LET'S GO BACK TO THE VILLAGE, AND I SHALL HAVE SOMETHING TO SAY TO THAT TRAITOR CODFIX!

OH, HELP! I'D BETTER LIE LOW FOR A WHILE!
Halt! Slaves are not allowed to leave the camp!

That's all right. We're not slaves any more. We're free Gauls again. You can let us pass!

Huh! As liars go, you're a fat lot of good!

Leave this to me, Asterix!

Good I may be, but... am... not... fat!

Tchac!

Just nicely covered, that's all.

Well, you're certainly very thin-skinned. Come on, Obelix!

O druid! Wasn't it a bit dangerous to give the Romans a chance to drink our magic potion too?

That was a risk we had to take. I had every confidence in the Romans' lack of confidence in us, Asterix!

Oh, father!

Melodrama! My dear child!
IT WAS ALL BECAUSE OF THAT DREADFUL CODFIX!
YES, AND WHERE'S THE TWO-TIMING SO-AND-SO NOW?
HE DISAPPEARED WHEN YOU LEFT.
HUH! HE'LL BE LOOKING PRETTY GREEN AROUND THE GILLS WHEN I FIND HIM!
YOU KNOW, I FEEL CODEFIX MAY STILL BE FISHING IN THESE TROUBLED WATERS!
YES, WE DON'T WANT HIM TURNING THE SCALES...

OUR OWN QUARREL ISN'T SETTLED YET; YOU KNOW, YOU ROTTEN OLD FRAUD!
IT CERTAINLY ISN'T! AND THIS TIME IT'LL BE A FAIR FIGHT, YOU ROTTEN OLD OPPORTUNIST!

YES, WELL, MEANWHILE YOU'LL BETTER BARRICADE YOURSELVES INSIDE THE VILLAGE, IN CASE THE ROMANS DECIDE TO COME BACK!
AND I'M GOING TO BREW UP SOME MAGIC POTION... ONLY TO BE TAKEN IF THE ROMANS DO COME BACK, OF COURSE!

JUST AT THAT MOMENT, HOWEVER, THE ROMANS HAVE NOT RECOVERED FROM THEIR LITTLE SETBACK. MEANWHILE...
NOW THAT THE WHOLE VILLAGE IS AGAINST ME, I'D BETTER MAKE USE OF THE ROMANS TO SATISFY MY THIRST FOR VENGEANCE...

AND A FEW DROPS OF THE DRUID'S ELIXIR, ADDED TO THIS WINE, WILL HELP ME WHEN THE CENTURION COMES TO SATISFY HIS THIRST!

SOUND THE ASSEMBLY!
RIGHT! WE SHALL NOW FORGET THIS WHOLE UNFORTUNATE EPISODE AND CLEAR UP THE MESS! I WANT THE GARRISON ALL SPRUCED UP AND LOOKING LIKE A CENA CANIS*! DISMISS!

*Latin: dog's dinner

AH, A NICE GOBLET OF WINE WILL HELP ME FORGET MY TROUBLES!

GLUG! GLUG! GLUG!

AAAH! BY JUPITER, I'M FEELING ON TOP OF THE WORLD!

WHAT'S CENA CANIS?

DOG LATIN, YOU IDIOT!

?!? WHO ARE YOU, GAUL, AND WHO LET YOU INTO THIS CAMP?

IT'S WORKING!

I'VE COME TO WARN YOU, O CENTURION! THE GAULS OF THE NEARBY VILLAGE HAVE BROKEN THE Pax Romana! THEY'VE BASHED UP YOUR LEGIONARIES AND RANSACKED YOUR CAMP!

IMPOSSIBLE! OR ARE YOU GIVING ME SOME INSIDE Dope?

O CUMULONIMBUS, THE MEN DON'T WANT TO CLEAR UP THE MESS! THEY'RE ALL REPORTING SICK!

SICK BAY

!
SOUND THE ASSEMBLY!
I WANT THIS GARRISON PLACED ON A WAR FOOTING!

TANTANTARAA!
THOSE GAULS WILL FIND OUT WHAT BREAKING THE PAX ROMANA MEANS.

TARAA...
BOING!

REQUIESCAMUS IN PACE!

PILUM POWER?
NO THANKS!
FIGHT WAR NOT GAULS!

I KNOW HOW TO STRAIGHTEN ALL THIS OUT. SEND FOR AN AMPHORA OF WINE! YOU WON'T REGRET IT!

EXTRA BROG RATION COMING UP!

TAKE IT EASY. THERE'LL BE PLENTY FOR EVERYONE!

BY JUPITER, I'M FEELING GREAT! NOT AT ALL GROGGY!
THIS IS A RUM DO... WHO MIGHT YOU BE?
AND LATER...

I still have no idea who you are, Gaul, but you won't find me ungrateful for services rendered!

We can talk about that later, once you've done for the village and all its inhabitants.

But watch out! There's a Druid with them, and he has a potion which makes anyone who drinks it invincible!

CENTURION, a cousin of mine stationed in Armorica, told me about a Druid there who has strange powers, and I'm just wondering whether...

You've got a point, Infectus virus. We must be careful!

MEANWHILE, IN THE GAULISH VILLAGE...

The magic potion's ready. We'd better put it safe on neutral ground somewhere while we wait to see if the Romans are coming back!

Schizophrenix's hut is neutral ground. It's bang in the middle of the village.

YES, LET'S PUT IT THERE. That fool Schizophrenix has never been able to decide which side he's on!

Did you ever think of putting floorboards down over the gap?

That's floored him! We'll do it now.

ID SO, A LITTLE LATER...

I'll watch over the cauldron tonight, to make doubly sure!

Then you'd better have this gourd of magic potion, Asterix. You never know; you might need a booster dose, in spite of the potion in the cauldron.
And that night, on the outskirts of the wood near the Gaulish village...

I don't trust that druid and his secret weapons! I think I'd better go scouting ahead before we attack!

And whatever you do, don't move till I get back!

Right, but hurry up! I can't wait to get my revenge on those Gauls!

Halt! Who goes there?

It's me, Codfix.

I might have known from the smell! What do you want?

I want to ask Chief Majestix to forgive me!

You can come in, but if I were you I'd keep my distance from Majestix!

We're afraid the Romans may come back. But luckily Getafix the druid has made us some of his magic potion. It's safe in Schizophrenix's hut!

Teehee!

I've never been able to see stars inside a hut before!
I'm sure I shall need some of this!

I feel quite sorry for Cofix, apologizing to the Chief... He must be having to steel himself. Wonder if he'll get away with it?

Help! Help!

Craaash!

Do something, Getafix! Give him some of the Elixir you used on the Romans!

I'm sorry, my dear. Obelix, I'm afraid I must have left it near the Roman camp!

Anyway, it would be dangerous to give it to Asterix. Anyone who drinks my Elixir can't take the Magic Potion any more. The mixture has some rather strange effects!

But luckily Asterix is all right!

The sky's fallen on everyone's head, Asterix! Cofix has stolen the Magic Potion, and he's sure to dose the Romans with it.

The sky's fallen on my head!

Huh! Magic Potion or no Magic Potion, we can deal with the Romans!

Spoken like the true son of a Chief!

Hmph!
CRAAAACK!

NEVER MIND THE CURTAIN CALLS! IT'S CURTAIN CALLS FOR US IF WE DON'T GET ON WITH DRINKING IT!

JOIN AFTERWARDS...

THAT'S IT! EVERYONE'S HAD HIS POTION COMING TO JOIN THE ATTACK?

ER... NO... NO, IT WOULD BE BETTER FOR ME NOT TO BE SEEN WITH YOU! IT'S A MATTER OF PRINCIPLE, YOU KNOW!

I MAY STILL JUST HAVE TIME TO BREW UP SOME MORE PO...

WE MUST GO OUT TO MEET THE ROMANS AND FIGHT THEM, IF WE'RE TO SAVE THE VILLAGE!

THE ROMANS ARE COMING!
COME ON, MEN! FOR ROME, HOME AND BEAUTY!

I SEEM TO BE SWELLING WITH PRIDE...

WHAT... WHAT... WHAT THE... ???

THAT GAUL BETRAYED US! HE WAS MAKING FUN OF US!

YES, HE WAS SENDING US UP...

GETAFIX, LOOK AT THOSE ROMANS! THEY'VE GONE ALL ROUND AND AIRBORNE.

TEEHEE! I'M NOT A BIT SURPRISED. THAT'S THE EFFECT OF TAKING MAGIC POTION ON TOP OF THE ELIXIR! OBELIX IS RIGHT: THE ROMANS ARE GOING TO GIVE US SOME FUN!

WELL IF THIS IS A JOKE, IT'S BLOWN UP OUT OF ALL PROPORTION!

I DON'T LIKE SUCH LEVITY!

BONG!

HELP! THIS IS A WHOLE NEW BALLGAME!

COME ON! CHARGE!
BLAM!

THESE ROMANS ARE REALLY CRAZY! THEY'RE NOT AT THE CIRCUS NOW!

AND MEANWHILE...
AHA! NO MORE GLOBE-TROTTING! WE'RE BACK TO NORMAL!

O CUMULONIMBUS, I'M AN OLD SOLDIER, AND I'VE BEEN AROUND, BUT I'VE NEVER FOUGHT IN TERRAIN QUITE LIKE THIS!

I'LL TELL YOU ANOTHER FUNNY THING... WE'VE LOST SIGHT OF THE ENEMY!

BUT WE'RE STILL HERE! A ROMAN!

EEEK!
Well, my dear Obelix, you started quite a train of events with that punch you gave the sentry outside the Roman camp... and the enemy lost out!

You mean I did it?

Er... Majestix, now we've dealt with the Romans, I... there's something I'd like to ask you...

Just a moment, my boy! Don't forget your father and I still have to settle our argument, and...

Codeik has kidnapped melodrama! He left this roll of parchment addressed to you!

The double-dealing traitor!

If you want to see melodrama again, leave 100 pounds in gold near the dolmen by the spring before sunset.

Codfix

The villain! I'm really in a jam now and so is melodrama... it's all very well for Codfix, but where do I bet that kind of money by sunset?

I shall leave at once in search of Codfix, and by Toutatis, I swear to bring melodrama back safe and sound.

*Hence: money for jam.

So will Dogmatix! Look, he's already picked up the scent. He's making straight for the river!

Sure enough...

Ho, ho! Not the best time and place for a romantic Roe, my dear, but mullet over, and you'll find, once you're led to me, I'm the life and soul of the party!
You have nothing to fear now, melodrama!

Here, Codfix! Let's see if you can fight like a man!

They're... They're breaking up my ship! They're sinking her!

Yes, he's got Codfix hook, line and sinker!

The effects of the magic potion have worn off... You wouldn't hit a defenceless man would you?

Phew! Right... The nightmare's over, and I never want to hear a word about Gauls or slaves again!!

Hello! A flying fish!

By all the gods of Olympus, I'll take back that last remark of mine, just for you! I'll give you a job you won't be leaving in a hurry!
MEANWHILE...
SUNK IN SALT WATER...
SUNK IN FRESH WATER...
ALL THE WATER I EVER
WANT AGAIN IS A NIP OF
AQUA VITAE!

YOU'RE GETTING THE
LINGO NICELY... YES,
IT'S TERRA FIRMA
FOR ME, TOO.

QUICK, LET'S GO AND
SET MAJESTIX'S MIND
AT REST!

IN TIMES OF TROUBLE SUCH
AS THIS, IT IS ONLY RIGHT TO
FORGET OUR DIFFERENCES, AND
I FEEL FOR YOU, MAJESTIX!

THEY'RE BACK, WITH
MELODRAMA!

OH, FATHER,
HISTRIONIX ACTED
LIKE A TRUE
CHIEF!

I'M EXTREMELY
GRATEFUL TO
HISTRIONIX FOR HIS
BRAVE ACTION, BUT
THAT'S GOING A BIT
TOO FAR, MY DEAR!

OH NO, IT ISN'T.
AFTER ALL, HISTRIONIX IS THE
SON OF A CHIEF!

SON OF A
CHIEF MY FOOT!!!
I'M THE ONLY
REAL CHIEF
AROUND HERE!

OH, FOR GOODNESS' SAKE, WE'VE
HAD ENOUGH OF THIS! IF YOU MUST
FIGHT FOR THE CHIEFTAINSHIP, KEEP
IT BETWEEN THE TWO OF YOU!!

MELODRAMATIS QUITE
RIGHT! FIGHT IF YOU
MUST, BUT LEAVE THE
OTHER VILLAGERS OUT
OF IT; THEY'VE HAD ENOUGH
OF YOUR QUARRELS!

AND SOON
AFTERWARDS...

NOW, YOU SENILE OLD
DOTARD, I'LL SHOW YOU
WHAT A REAL CHIEF CAN
DO, AND WITH MY
BARE HANDS!

YOU
DYSPEPTIC OLD
FOGY! YOU'RE
IN FOR A
SHOCK!
YOU'LL NEED A NEUTRAL UMPIRE. I VOLUNTEER TO REFEREES YOUR SINGLE COMBAT!

ACCORDING TO THE RULES, THE FIGHT MAY GO ON UNTIL SUNRISE TOMORROW. THE LOSER IS THE MAN WHO STAYS DOWN AFTER A COUNT OF 100! OFF YOU GO, AND MAY THE BEST MAN WIN THE PRIZE!

BONK!

CLONK!

V SESTERTI! ON CLEVERDIX!

X ON MAJESTIX!

YAAAWN! SO ARE WE. DOGMATIX AND I DON'T TAKE MUCH INTEREST IN FIGHTS WHEN THERE AREN'T ANY ROMANS OR ANY BOARS.

AS EVENING COMES ON, MANY OF THE AUDIENCE, TIRING OF THE SHOW, LEAVE THE RING.

THEY OUGHT TO REVISE THE RULES OF THESE PRIZEFIGHTS.

IT'S LATE. I'M GOING TO BED, ASTERIX!

EVEN ASTERIX IS UNABLE TO KEEP HIS EYES OPEN. ALL ALONG, IN THE MOONLIGHT, THE TWO CHIEFS ARE STILL EQUALLY MATCHED.

AND AT SUNRISE...

COCKADOODLE-DO!

RRRRRRR! ZZZZZ!
Friends, fate has decided the result of the single combat... no one has won and no one has lost!

But you can have a young strong chief if you choose Histrionix to lead you, and melodrama will make a wise and beautiful chief's wife!

Hurrah! Long live Histrionix! Long live melodrama!

Oh, well; I rather think all we can do is get dressed again!

You said it, fat face!

Reunited at last, under the rule of their new chief Histrionix, the Gauls of the village divert part of the nearby river into the ditch, which no longer serves any useful purpose. And now there is no party of the right or party of the left only a right bank and a left bank. Running water on everyone's doorstep, and freedom for all the villagers to go to and fro.

The children can still gather the fruits of other people's labours with impunity...

You've got no right to do that! That's my tree!!!
A NEW AND PRACTICAL USE IS FOUND FOR THE TWO GATEWAYS OF THE VILLAGE. HERE YOU SEE THE FIRST ONE-WAY SYSTEM KNOWN TO ANCIENT HISTORY.

AND SCHIZOPHRENIX'S HUT IS REBUILT AT LAST... THOUGH THE ARCHITECTS DID SLIP UP HERE AND THERE IN THEIR PLANS.

SURE ENOUGH, IN THE ROMAN CAMP...

ANY IDEA WHAT BECAME OF THAT SCOUNDREL CORDIX? NO, BUT I SHOULDN'T BE SURPRISED IF HE WAS still UP TO DIRTY WORK.

WELL, SLAVE, HAVE YOU DONE THOSE VEGETABLES YET?

AND THE LAUNDRY? AND DON'T FORGET THE IRONING!

THE WEDDING OF MELODRAMACUS AND HISTRIONIX IS CELEBRATED AMIDST REJOICINGS FOR ALL AND BOARS FOR SOME.

THE TIME COMES TO SAY GOOD-BYE. HOW CAN WE EVER THANK YOU FOR ALL WE OWE YOU? YOU'RE HAPPY AND THAT'S ALL THE THANKS WE NEED!
However, the pleasures of home-coming overshadow all other emotions.

How nice to be back in the calm and peaceful atmosphere of our own village.

Yes, I can already smell boars roasting on the spit for us!

Splatch!

And for the 237th time, under the starry sky ruled by the god Toutatis, the people of Asterix's village happily celebrate the return of their heroes with the traditional and indispensable banquet.

All that about the great divide really does sound most improbable!

Yes... it was so ridiculous I dare say future generations will never believe a word of it!

The End